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In this paper we prove a stronger version of a result of Ralph Reid characteriza 
ing the ternary matroids (i.e., the matroids representable over the field of 3 
elements, GF(3)). In particular, we prove that a matroid is ternary if it has no series- 
minor of type L, for n > 5 (n cells and n circuits, each of size n - l), and no’ 
series-minor of type L,* (dual of LS), BII (Fano mat&d) or BI (dual of type 
BII). The proof we give does not assume Reid’s theorem. Rather we give a direct 
proof based on the methods (notably the homotopy theorem) developed by Tutte 
for proving his characterization of regular matroids. Indeed, the steps involved 
in our proof closely parallel Tutte’s proof, but carrying out these steps now 
becomes much more complicated. 
1. IN-L-R~DUCTI~N 
The theory of matroids may, among other things, be viewed as an abstrac- 
tion of the linear dependencies that hold among the columns of a matrix 
(cf., the title of Whitney’s paper [6] which introduced matroid theory). 
It is therefore natural to ask which matroids arise from, or are “represent- 
able” by, matrices. In this regard it should be pointed out that no intrinsic 
characterization is yet known for the entire class of representable matroids 
taken as a whole. However, interesting characterizations are available for 
certain subclasses. For example, Tutte [5] has given a deep and beautiful 
theorem characterizing the matroids which are representable by a matrix 
over every field (these are the regular matroids). 
In this paper, by using the techniques developed in [5], we are able to 
characterize the subclass of ternary matroids, i.e., the subclass of matroids 
representable over the field of three elements, GF(3). The theorem we obtain 
can be viewed as a stronger version of a theorem of Ralph Reid (unpublished). 
The terminology we will use is basically the same as that used by Tutte in 
[5]. We begin with a short discussion of this terminology. (A more complete 
discussion is given in Section 2.) 
Let E be a finite set (all sets we consider will be finite). A matroid (pregeo- 
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metuy) M on E is a collection of nonempty subsets of E satisfying two axioms: 
(I) No member of A4 is strictly contained in another; (II) if X3 YE M> 
a E X n Y and b E X - Y, then there exists a Z E M such that b E Z C 
(X w Y) - {a}. The elements of E are called cells, and the members of 
circuits. 
We say a matroid is of type L, , where n > 2 is an integer, if it has (exactly) 
y1 cells and yt circuits, each of size n - 1. For yz 3 3 we say a matroid is of 
type L$j if it has n cells and G) circuits, each of size 3. Consider the matrix B, 
in Figure 2.1(a). A matroid with exactly 7 cells will be said to be of type 
if its circuits can be interpreted as the minimal dependent subsets of columns 
of 4 3 over GF(2). The matroids of type BII (FLBIO matroids) are defined 
similarly with respect to the matrix B, . 
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FIGURE 2.1 
alph Reid is frequently credited with having proved the followin 
characterization of the ternary matroids: 
THEOREM (Ralph Reid). A matroid is ternary {f and only fit has .a5 rn~~or 
of type L, , Lf, BI or BII.’ 
In this paper we prove a geometric analogue of the above theorem 
says that a matroid is ternary if and only if it includes no line on 5 or 
points, no 5-plane, no Fano plane, and no heptahedron (these terms are 
defined at the end of Section 2). As a fairly simple corollary of this geometric 
result we prove that a matroid is ternary if it contains no series-minor of 
type BI, HI, Lf, or L, for n > 5. This corollary provides a stronger version of 
the hard half of Reid’s theorem. 
The proof we give makes no use of Reid’s theorem. Rather, we give a 
direct proof using the methods developed by Tutte in IS] to derive his charac- 
terization of regular matroids. We have chosen this approac 
First, as far as we know no proof of Reid’s theorem has ever appeared. 
Secondly, going through the proof “from scratch” gives us a chance to outline 
Tutte’s proof for the case of regular matroids (the two proofs are very similar) 
which although very complicated taken as a whole, can nevertheless be 
broken down into a number of simpler steps most of which are quite reason- 
+ Reid apparently Ieft mathematics shortly after obtaining the above theorem, and may 
not now be contacted. 
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able. It seems to us that this breakdown into simpler steps, though not well- 
known, can be useful. 
For example, by examining Tutte’s proof one sees that he has proved the 
following interesting fact about totally unimodular matrices (matrices in 
which every square submatrix has determinant f I or 0): If it is possible, 
given a particular (O,l)-matrix, to change some of the l’s to -1’s so that the 
resulting matrix is totally unimodular, then it is possible to do so “one column 
at a time.” More precisely, let B be a (O,l)-matrix with the above property, 
and suppose B has IZ > 0 columns. Further, assume that the first k columns 
of B, for 0 -=c k < ~1, have already been adjusted so that they form a totally 
unimodular matrix. Then it is possible, without changing any of the first k 
columns, to adjust column k + 1 so that the first k + 1 columns constitute a 
totally unimodular matrix. (This result appears as Theorem 6.6 in [2].) 
Furthermore, there is a good algorithm (in the sense of Edmonds [4]) for 
doing this. (Note that we are not claiming a good algorithm for checking 
total unimodularity, only a good algorithm for producing it, if possible.) 
The above claims, except for the goodness of the algorithm, follow from 
the analogue, in the case of regular matroids, of Theorem 5.11 below. (We 
note in passing that there are much simpler direct proofs of these claims.) 
The contents of this paper are as follows. Section 2 contains some further 
definitions, in addition to those already given. In Section 3 we outline the 
proof of our main theorem (Theorem 7.6). In Section 4 we develop some 
preliminary geometric results which are not explicitly stated by Tutte. Section 
5 presents the proof of a result which we have chosen to call the Extension 
Theorem (Theorem 5.11). Most of the work in the paper is contained in this 
section. The next section, Section 6, is devoted to showing that if a matroid 
includes no “obstructing configurations” then neither do any of its minors 
(Theorem 6.4). The proof is surprisingly complicated. (Section 6 may be 
omitted by those interested only in Reid’s theorem, and not the series-minor 
generalization.) In Section 7 we use this result and the Extension Theorem to 
deduce our main theorem characterizing the ternary matroids (Theorem 7.6). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
As noted in the Introduction, our terminology is basically the same as 
that used by Tutte in [5]. However we do reverse the definitions of “contrac- 
tion” and “reduction” as well as replace the word “atom” by “circuit” 
(see Section 1) and the word “domain” by “support.” 
Since we will depend so heavily on the methods developed by Tutte, it 
would be far too cumbersome to try to define all the notions that we will 
need. We simply attempt to give enough definitions in order to indicate what 
differences there are between Tutte’s terminology and other common termi- 
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nology. We will, of course, also define any needed terms which are not given 
in [5j. 
Suppose S is a set and A, B C S are subsets of S. We write B C S to denote 
that B is strictly contained in S. The symmetric difirenee of A and B, denoted 
A + B, is the set (A - B) u (B - A). 
Let R be a field. We define a chain on E over R to be a functionf: E -j R. 
The support, Ilfil, off is the subset of E on whit is nonzero. A chairs-gro 
N on E over R is a subspace of the vector space of all chains on E over 
(with the usual pointwise addition and scalar m~~tipli~at~o~). 
Suppose N is a chain-group on E over R. We say that a nonzer 
f~ N is elementary if there is no g E N with # f // g /j C IIf]]. 
M(N) = {/lfij ifs N is elementary}. Then M(N) is a matroid on E-we call it 
the matroid associated with N. Any matroid which arises in this way, as the 
matroid associated with some chain-group (over some R), is said to be 
representable (over R). A matroid representable over the field of two e~~rne~ts~ 
GF(2), is called bimry, a matroid representable over GF(3) is called ternary, 
and a matroid representable over every field is said to be regu?ar or total@ 
unimo 
Let a matroid on E. The dual matroid M* of M is the matroid on E 
whose arcuits are the minimal nonempty subsets of E meeting no circuit of M 
in exactly one cell. (44” satisfies axioms (I) and (QY by 2.61T.)’ Suppose 
T L 5 C E. We define A4 x 27, the reduction of M to S, e the matroid on S 
whose circuits are the circuits of M contained in S. define &if. S, the 
contraction of M to S, to be the matroid on S who ircuits are the minimal 
nonempty members of the collection {X R S / % E roids of the form 
M x S are called submatroids of 24, and matroid ml (M x s> . T 
are called rninovs of AL 
Define an equivalence relation on E by saying a - b, for a, b E E, if 
a = b or (Ed, b) E M*. We call the associated equivalence classes the series- 
classes of M. Dually, we define the parallel-chses of M to ‘oe the series- 
classes of M*. (Clearly, a parallel-class with more than one ce!! could just as 
well be catled a “‘multiple-cell.“) Suppose S C E. A matroid of the form 
M . S is called a series-contraction of M whenever S meets every series-class 
of Al; a garallei-reduction of M is a matroid of the form M x S where S 
meets every parallel-class of M. A series-contraction of a submatroid of M is 
called a series-minor of M; a parallel-reduction of a contraction of M s’s 
called a parab/eZ-minor of M. (For “geometries” 133, the notion of a parallel- 
minor is the same as that of a contraction) 
Let be a matroid on E. The rank of M, u( is the rni~~rn~rn number of 
cells in a set meeting all circuits of M. Aflat of is a subset of E which is a 
union of circuits (flats are called “cycles” in [3]). One flat is said to be OM 
T The notation 2.61 T refers to Theorem 2.61 of Reference /5]. 
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another if it is contained in or contains the other flat. Let S _C E. We denote 
by (S) the union of all circuits contained in S. Thus, (S) is the unique 
largest flat contained in S. We define the dimension of S, dS, by dS = 
r(M x S) - 1. An n-flat of M is a flat of dimension n. The terms point, line 
and plane will refer to flats of dimensions 0,l and 2 respectively. Clearly, 
with this terminology point is just another word for circuit. (We will in fact 
prefer to call circuits points when using “geometric methods.“) 
Let S _C E. Then a carrier of M * S in M is a subset 2 C E of minimum 
dimension such that (M x 2) . S = M . S. Suppose 2 is a carrier of 
M. S in M. We define a map 0 from flats of M . S to flats of M x Z as 
follows. For each XE M. S we let 8X E M x Z be such that 0X n S = X 
(this uniquely determines 0X, 4.422). For general flats T of M * S we put 
BT = u{SX 1 XE (M *S) x T}. 0 is called the inducing map (our term, not 
Tutte’s) for 2 and M . S; flats of M x Z of the form OT, where T is a flat of 
M * S, are called induced flats. It is shown in [5,4.4] that 0 is inclusion 
preserving and dimension preserving. 
A path in a matroid M is a finite sequence P = (X0, Xl ,..., X,) of one or 
more points of M such that for i = 0, l,..., m - 1, Xi u X,+t is a line and 
xi n xi+l z 4, P is said to be re-entrant if X0 = X, , and degenerate if 
m = 0. A linear subclass C of M is a collection of points of M such that 
whenever distinct X, YE C are on a common line L of M, it follows that 
every point on L is in C. Tutte’s homotopy theory describes how, for a fixed 
matroid M and linear subclass C, every re-entrant path ofs C (i.e., having no 
terms in C) can be reduced to a degenerate path. This theorem plays a central 
role in our work. 
We close this section by defining the geometric configurations (except for 
lines on 5 or more points) which obstruct the representation of a matroid 
over GF(3). Let M be a matroid. A 5-plane of M is a plane P of M which is on 
5 distinct lines, no 3 of which are on a common point. A plane P of M will be 
called a Fano plane if M x P is binary, and P is on 7 distinct lines of M. A 
3-flat J of M will be called a heptahedron if M x J is binary, and J is on 
7 distinct planes of M such that no 3 are on a common line. (These last two 
definitions agree with the corresponding ones given by Tutte for binary 
matroids since in each case we have required the presence of a “binary flat.“) 
3. THE PROOF OUTLINED 
In this section we outline the proof of Theorem 7.6, characterizing the 
ternary matroids. As was noted in the Introduction, this outline also applies, 
for the most part, to Tutte’s proof of his characterization of regular matroids 
(7.41 T). 
The first, and by far the biggest, step in the proof is to derive the following 
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Extension Theorem (Theorem 5.11): Suppose a matroid h4 on E includes no 
lines on 5 or more points, no 5-plane, no Fano plane and no he~tahed~o~~ 
Further, suppose that for some a E E we have M * (E - {a)) = ~(~~~ 
where N’ is a ternary chain-group on E - (a>. Then there is a ternary chain- 
group N on E such that N. (E - (a>) = N’ (Le., such that N extends hi’) 
and M = M(N). 
In order to prove this Extension Theorem we start by recalling two results 
. In the first of these results (4.3T) Tutte proves that if M is a connec- 
ted matroid, and C is a linear subclass of M, then any two points (circuits) sf 
rW, at least one of which is not in C, are joined by a path in M every i 
mediate term of which is off C. (Crap0 and Rota have called this the “ 
Theorem” [3].) As a corollary of this theorem be proves the following result, 
which is basic to the problem of representing matroids over Gelds. 
THEOREM 3.1. (5.11 T) Let M be a matroid OIZ E, let R be afield, and kt 
dhere be associated with each X E M a chain fx on E over such that ijfx Ij = 
X. Su,opose further that whenever X, Y and Z are distinct poiizts oy1 the same 
line of M we have that fx , fy and fi are linearly dependent over 
~~~in-~ro~~ N generated by the fx’s sdtis$es M = M(N). 
Note that the dependency condition required by Theorem 3.1 is clearly 
necessary. (In fact, one can easily show that any k + 2 distinct fx's ~n a 
k-flat must be dependent (2.31 T).) What is surprising is that this ~o~di~~~~ is 
sufficient. 
We use Theorem 3.1 to construct the chain-group N of the ~xte~~~~~ 
Theorem. That is, for each X E M we attempt to define a chain fx on E 
over GF(3) such that i\fX Ij = X, and such that the dependency conditions 
required by Theorem 3.1 hold. Of course, the fx's we define are restrick 
in the sense that they must also generate an N which extends N’. Thus, we 
gin by fixing for each YE M’ = M . (I? - {n}) a g, E: N’ such that // g, I/ = 
and making the restriction that if X E M aud X - (w> E M’, then fX 
restricted to E - (a> equals gX-{,} . This will guarantee that N . (E - {a]) = 
N’. 
The next step is to enforce the dependency req~~re~~e~ts in Theorem 3.1 I As 
a result of these requirements and the above restriction that the,f,‘s “extend” 
the g,‘s, we will see that there is really very littie freedom avail 
the fx’s. 
Let B be an inducing map for 1M’, and let C be the collection of all points 
Y E M’ such that a $0 Y. It is easy to see that C is a linear subclass of M’; 
furthermore it follows from the “Path Theorem” and 2.31T (see three 
paragraphs above) that if we define fBy for each Yqf C, then the rernai~~~~ 
fX’s for X E M will be automatically determined. 
Suppose now that we consider defining f& for some YE: C. Since fOcgy 
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must agree with gy on E - {a} we have f,,(b) = g,(b) for each b E E - (a}. 
It remains only to choose &(a). Clearly, for at least one such BY we can 
choose&(a) arbitrarily. But then for any Y’ E C such that Y’ u Y is a con- 
nected line of M’ we find that f&(a) is uniquely determined by the depen- 
dency relations of Theorem 3.1, and the fact that GF(3) has just 2 non-zero 
elements. (This latter fact contains the reason why Tutte’s proof, in its 
present form, works for GF(3), but not for general fields.) 
In general, let P = (Y, , Y, ,..., Y,) be any path in M’ off C. Then by 
repetition of the preceding argument we find that fer,(a) is uniquely deter- 
mined by any choice offeu,(a), and conversely. Indeed, it turns out that the 
ratio feu,(a)/fsr,(a) is uniquely determined by the path P. Let us define 
a function u on such paths by setting u(P) equal to this ratio. Then we 
quickly realize that for the Extension Theorem to be true this function 
must have a very special property-namely, that its value on any path 
depends only on the endpoints of the path. Equivalently, it must be true 
that for any re-entrant path (i.e., first term equal to last) Q of N’ off C we 
have u(Q) = 1. To show that this condition holds we employ Tutte’s homo- 
topy theory. According to this theory, if there is a re-entrant path Q off C 
such that u(Q) f 1, then there is an “elementary re-entrant path” with this 
property. But there are only 4 types of elementary re-entrant paths, and 
each of these has dimension < 3. We are therefore able, by means of a 
jinite case examination, to deduce that u(Q) = 1 for all re-entrant paths Q of 
M’ off c. 
The discussion above can be summarized by saying that the function u 
“leads to no contradictions.” On the other hand, u was defined by forcing 
the dependency requirements of Theorem 3.1 to hold. It is therefore possible 
to show, without too much effort (Lemma 5.10), that u can be employed to 
define the fX’s which prove the Extension Theorem. 
Having proved the Extension Theorem we next prove (Theorem 6.4) 
that if a matroid includes none of the “obstructing configurations” in the 
Extension Theorem, then neither do any of its contractions. Our main result 
(Theorem 7.6) then follows from the Extension Theorem via an easy induction. 
4. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES 
We prove some miscellaneous facts that will be of use in later sections. 
The first of these results is a general form of 4.171T, 4.172T and 4.1731: 
Throughout this section M denotes a matroid on E. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S be an n-flat of M, let U be an (n - l)-yat of M on 
S, and let V be d k-Jut of M on S such that U is not on V. Then (U n V> is a 
(k - l)-$‘at of M. 
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Proof. Since V is not on U we have (U A V) C V, and so d{ U ~7 V) < 
k - I by 4.14T. On the other hand, 
by 4.161”. 
d(Un V> > dU+dV-d(Uv V) 
>k+(n-1)--n 
=k-1, 
The following result is used by Tutte, but never explicitly proved. We will 
ourselves use the result so frequently that in order to avoid being repetitious 
the appropriate referral will sometimes be omitted. A similar remark applies 
to Proposition 4.3 and other results relating to carriers. 
PROPOSTION 4.2. Let S C E, let Z be a carrier of M S in M9 and let % 
be the ussociated inducing map. Then for flats U and V of M ’ S we have 
(0.u n %V) = %(U n v;. 
Proof The (.) on the left is over A4, and the one on the right is over 
M s. 
(BUn %Vj2%(Un V} is easy to deduce from the monotonic&y properties 
of 9. 
Take XEM x (%Un%V). Since (%Un %V)nS = Un V we have 
X n SC U n V, and so by 4.45T, Xn S C (U n Vi. Again applying 
4.45T we deduce 
which implies 
x C 9(X n S) C %( U n V), 
(0U n %v> C %(U n V). 
Combined with the reverse inclusion, this completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S C E, and suppose that Z is a carrier OJ’ M . S 
it+ M. Let T be a flat of M x Z such that T1 Z - S. Then dT = Gil(S n T) 
(d’ denotes dimension with respect to M ’ S so that d’(S n T) = r((M ’ S) x 
(SnT))-j],SnTisaflatqf M~S,andTisaninducedflatofMxZ. 
Proof. We have T C %(T n S) _C T where the first inclusion follows from 
4.4ST, and the second inclusion follows since (O(T n S)) IY S = T n S. 
Hence, %(Tn S) = T, and so 4.44T implies dT = d’(S n T). S n T is a 
flat of M . S by 4.457: b 
The foilowing proposition is similar to 4.267: but does hot include cormec- 
tivity restrictions. 
PROFOSZTION 4.4. Let U C V be juts of iw such that dU < dV - 2, Then 
there exist 2 distinct (dU + I)-flats of M on U and 5’. 
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Proof. By two applications of 4.14T we find flats W, and W, such that 
U C WI C W, C V, and dW, - 1 = dW, - 2 = dU. By 4.14T there is a 
cellaEW1--U.Put W,=(W,---{a)).Then U_CW,CV, W,# W,and 
dWs = dW, - 1 = dU -I- 1, by 4.13T. 1 
5. PROOF OF THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
We begin by setting down some terminology that will be used throughout 
the remainder of this section. Let M be a matroid on E, let a E E and put 
M’ = il4. (E - (a}). For S !Z E let d’s be the dimension of S in M’. Assume 
that M includes no line on 5 or more points, no 5-plane, no Fano plane and 
no heptahedron. Assume further that there is a chain-group N’ on E - (a} 
over GF(3) such that M’ = M(N’). For each X E M’ fix a gX E N’ such that 
II g, 11 = X. Let 5‘ be a carrier of M’ in M, and let 0 be the associated inducing 
map. Put C = {X E M’ 1 a $QXj. It is easy to verify that C is a linear subclass 
of M’. (Indeed, C is the canonical linear subclass [3, Chapter lo].) 
All integer arithmetic in this section, except that in counting arguments, is 
to be interpreted mod 3 (i.e., over GF(3)). 
Suppose X and Y are distinct points of M’ off C such that L = X u Y is a 
connected line. Take b E X n Y (# 4 by 4.22T). We define tb(X, Y) as 
follows. If OL is on exactly 3 points, then put 
t&r, Y) = 3. 
Suppose 8L is on 4 points, and let W be the third point of M’ on X v Y and 
off C. (There must be such a point by 4.21T and Proposition 4.3.) If 
b E X n Y n W, then define t&Y, Y) as above; otherwise put 
t&f, Y) = 2 f#. 
t&f, Y) is now defined in all cases because BL is on at least 3 points being 
connected (4.23T), and is on at most 4 points as a result of the hypotheses on 
M. (Note that the case b E X n Y n W can be avoided but we include it to 
add flexibility.) 
Our first result in this section says that the value of t,(X, Y) does not depend 
on b. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that X and Y are distinct points of M’ of C such that 
X u Y is a connected line. Suppose b, c E X n Y. Then 
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Proof. Put L = X v Y. Assume BL is on exactly 3 points, and put 
f = g,(b) g, - g,(b) g, . Thenf f 0, butf(b) = 0. Hence, \\f\\ is a union of 
circuits of M’ x L, by 1.11 T. But L is on just 3 points, and so 4.21 T implies 
lljf\l = X + Y. It follows that 0 = f(c) = g,(b) gy(c) - g,(b) gx(c). That is, 
G@-, n = I-&K m?. 
In the remaining case we know that t?L is on 4 points. Let W be the 
point on L and off C. By 2.31T there are non-zero integers h, and X, ( 
preted over GF(3) !) such that g, = h,g, + h,gy . If b, e f (X n Y) - W, 
then kx(b) + k,(b) = 0 = kx(c) + ha=(c), and so tb 
-2(X,/X,) = t,(X, Y). If b E (X n Y) - W and c E X A Y CI 
Jbg,@b) i &a@) = 0 f hxgx(c) + hey(c), and so 
o + gy(b) Ax 
gxcb)=--p 
$J # 0. 
But there are only two non-zero members of GF(3). e conclude that 
w, y> = --2(wb) = tcw, Y). 
Finally, suppose b, c E X n Y n W. Then by 4.29T there is a cell e E 
(X n Y) - W. Hence, we may use the previous argument to conclude that 
That is, gY(b)/gx(b) = gy(c)/gx(c), which implies tb(X, Y) = t$(X, Y). 
In view of Lemma 5.1 we may drop the subscript on the function t, and 
write simply t(X, Y). We note that being able to define t(X, Y) in this way 
is very crucial to the proof of Theorem 7.6, since we will now use this function 
to define the function “u” mentioned in Section 3. The property of GF(3) 
which made it possible to define t was the fact that GF(3) has just two distinct 
non-zero scalars; hence, a, b E GF(3) and 0 # a f b i 0 imply 2a = b. 
For any nondegenerate path R = (X,, , X, ,...) X,) in M’ and off C define 
We would like to show that u(R) = 1 for every reentrant path A in 
off C. It will later be clear from the proof of Lemma 5.7 and the “Definition 
off,” which follows Lemma 5.8, that this is precisely the condition on a 
which is needed in order to obtain a well-defined extension of the chain-group 
N’ to a chain-group N which represents M. 
In order to prove that u(R) = 1 for every re-entrant path in M’ off C+ 
we first prove this result for the four kinds of elementary re-entrant paths. 
Then we apply Tutte’s homotopy theorem. 
LEMMA 5.2. If R is an elementary re-entrant path of the first kind, when 
u(R) = II. 
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ProofI By definition of elementary re-entrant path of the first kind we may 
write R = (X, Y, X), where X and Y are points of M’ off C. Take b E X n Y 
and put L = X u Y. If BL is on exactly 3 points, then 
u(R) = t(X, Y) t(Y, 2’) = # f# = 1. 
Y 
Suppose 8L is on 4 points, and let W be the third point on L and off C. If 
b E X n Y n W, then the above computation applies. If b E (X n Y) - W, 
then 
u(R) = qx, Y)t(Y,X) = 2 @2 gxo - 1. 
gx@) gdb) - 
COROLLARY 52.1. If R is a nondegenerate path in M’ of C, then 
u(R-l) = -I!- . 
u(R) 
Proof. Let R = (X,, , X, ,..., X,). Then 
u(W = GL > K-1) t(xn-1, X-J -1. t(A’l, X,1 
1 1 1 1 
UT&-, , Xn) * wn-2 > X,-l) . ... * Gfo 3 Xl) u(R) ’ 
by Lemma 5.2. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. If R = (X, Y, 2, X) is an elementary re-entrant path of the 
second kind, then u(R) = I. 
Proof. Put P = X U Y v Z. By hypothesis d’P < 2. Assume d’P = 1. 
Then P is a connected line, and l3P has 4 points-namely OX, OY, 6Z and 
(0P - (a)>. If there is a b E X n Y n Z, then 
u(R) = try(b) gz@) g,(b) 
g,(b) gy(b) g,(b) 
= 1. 
AssumeXn YnZ=$,andtakebEXn Y, CEYnZanddEZnX. 
By assumption b, c and d are distinct, and we have 
u(R) = 2 gY@) 2 gz(c> 2 gxw ~ - __- 
gx@) gy(c) gz(4 
= 2 gdb) g=(c) g,(d) 
gx@) gdc) gz(4 ’ 
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But P is a line of M’, and so 2.31 T implies gx , g, and g, are linearly depen- 
dent. Hence, 
gx(b) 0 
0 = det gdb) 
( 
gx(4 
g&> 0 
0 gz(4 gzw 1 
= gx@) &G> gz(4 + $344 gz(c) gxw. 
That is, 2gx(b) gy(c) g,(d) = g,(b) gz(c) g,(d) which implies u 
This completes the proof if dP = 1, 
Assume d’P = 2. This assumption will be dealt with by ~o~sideri~~ a 
sequence of special cases. First we introduce some notation. Write L1 = 
X u Y, L, = Y u Z and L3 = Z u X. Z, will denote a point of M’ on L, ) 
distinct from X and Y and off C if there is such a point is defined simil 
with respect to L, , and Y1 similarly with respect to 
point (BL, - {a)) of M. Similarly, we put X, = ( 
(OL, - (L&j). Note that the points X, , Y, and Zz of M may or may not be 
points of M’. Let L = (BP - (a)). Then L is a line of M by 4.13T and 4.44T7 
and it meets 8L1 , BL, and 8L, in Z, , X, and Y, respectively by Propositio 
4.1 and 4.21 T. Hence, L = X, u Y, = X2 u Z, = ST, u Z, ~ 
The sets X, Y, Z, X1 , Y1 , Z, , X, , Y, and Z, are all distinct. (Again, we 
note that it is possible for X, , Y, and/or 2, not to exist.) X, Y and Z are 
distinct by the definition of path X1 is different from Y and 2 by choice. If 
X1 = X then XC Y u X1 = L, , which implies LP = 1, contrary to assump- 
tion. If X, = Y, , then X C L, = Z u Y, = Z u Xl = L, which again 
implies dP = 1. Similarly X, + Z, . We conclude that the se Y z, *I. 9 
Y1 and Z, are all distinct. If X, E M’ then X, E: C, and if X, $ hen OX, = 
X, w (a> which implies X, is a line of M’. In either case we see that X2 ) 
and similarly Yz and Z, , must be distinct from X, Y, Z, X, , Y, and Z1. 
Suppose X, = Ys . Then L = X, , a contradiction. This completes the proof 
that the above sets are all distinct. 
se 1. If there is a cell b E X f~ Y n Z, Z, exists an 
1 = -. 
(Proof of Case 1.) 
Let L, = <P - (b)) in M’. L, is a line of M! and intersects L, and L, in 
distinct points since (L, n L3) = Z and b E Z. Since Z, 6 C and Z, is on Ld , 
by hypothesis, one of these points of intersection, say Y, , must also be of? C. 
(What we have really proved here is that we may assume Y, exists.) 
W = (L, n L4). Then b 6 W so that W is distinct from Y and Z. Suppose 
W $ C. Then W = X1 . Consider the distinct lines BL, , BL, ) BL, ) BL, and 
L of M. We claim that no 3 of these lines have a point in common. First 
582b/26/2-5 
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we note that OY = O(Ll n L,) = (BL, n t?L,) is not on BL, , L or OL, since 
Zf Y, Y$C and b$OL,, respectively. A similar argument applies to 
(BL, n BL,) and <OL, n BL3). Let V = <L n OL,). Then a t# V implies 
V # t9X, BY, $2, OX, (= 8 W), OY, or 02, . Since b $ OX, U t9Y, U &Z, 
we have b E X, n Y2 n 2, , which implies V # X, , Yz or 2, . But each line of 
M is on at most 4 points, and so V is not on BL, ,8L, or i?L3 . The claim now 
follows, and we deduce the existence of a 5-plane in M. This contradiction 
implies W = X, E C. 
Now we have t(X, Y) = 2gy(b)/gx(b) since b E (X n Y) - 2, , and 
%Z x> = &&4/g&) since b E (X n 2) - Y, ; furthermore, t(Y, 2) = 
gz(b)/gy(b) since either 8L, is on exactly 3 points, or b E X, because b 6 X, = 
W. Hence, u(R) = 1. 
Case 2. Assume that there is a cell b E X n Y n 2. Further, assume that 
if X1 , Y, and/or 2, exist, then they contain b. 
(Proof of Case 2.) 
The hypotheses of this case clearly imply that t(X, Y) = gy(b)/gx(b), 
t(Y, 2) = g&)/g,(b) and t(2, X) = g,(b)/g,(b). Hence, u(R) = 1. 
Case 3. If X n Y n Z = q% and BL, is on 4 points, then u(R) = 1. 
(Proof of Case 3.) 
By assumption Z, exists, If b E Y n Z, then b E Y - X by hypothesis, 
and so b E 2, . Similarly b E X n 2 implies b E Z, . Hence, Y n Z n Z, # 
++XnZnZ,. 
Take b EL, - Z, . Then by 4.21T b E X n Y, and so our hypotheses 
imply that b # Z. This in turn implies that 2 u Z, C P - (6). Hence Z u Z, 
is a line by 4.14T, and this line is connected by 3.48T since Z n Z, # C$ 
(see the above paragraph). 
Now we have 
by the first part of the proof of this lemma (dP = 1). (We have also used 
Corollary 5.2.1 to write t(X, Y) for l/t( Y, X).) Hence, it follows from Cases 1 
and 2, the fact that Z u 2, is a connected line, and the first paragraph of this 
proof (Case 3) that 
Case 4. If X n Y n Z = 4, and BL, , BLz and BL, are each on exactly 
3 points:s, then u(R) = I. 
(Proof of Case 4.) 
L, , L, and L, are each on exactly 3 points of M’ by 4.32T and fS,4.41. 
then Xr, , Yl and ZI do not exist, for if say XI existed then Ok, would 
4 distinct points of M, 6X, , SY, i3.Z and X2 . Hence, X2 , Y2 an 
points of M’. 
X2 is on a line L, on P such that L, # L, , by Proposition 4.4. %f Z, c 
then every point of L4 is in C. Tn this case take b E P such that L, = (P--i 
en since every point of L, is in C, we have b E X n Y n Z, contrary to 
hypothesis. We now deduce from Proposition 4.1 that L4 = X2 w X. ~~~~~~~~~ 
we conclude that there are lines L, = Y, w Y and L, = Z, c; Z on P. 
The remainder of the proof of Case 4 is treated in two subcases. 
a. Assume the hypotheses of Case 4, and assume that L, , .L, 
and L, are on a common point U of M’. Then 10/L ~~~~~des a 
Bt is easy to see that the Lines L, ,..., L, of I&!’ are distinct, because we have 
assumed dP = 2. Suppose there is a seventh line el of M’ on P. L’ meets & 
by Proposition 4.1, and so is on X, Y or Z, . Suppose L’ is on X. roposi- 
’ meets L, , but not in Y, Z or X2 si ’ f L, , L, or L4 f respec- 
ce, we have the contradiction tha is a fourth point on E, 
on Zz . Then L’ meets L, in nt X2 since L” f L, an 
is is contrary.to our hypotheses since it implies X n H R Z + 
that there is no seventh line of M’ on P. 
n OL,since aEBXn 19Yn 192. exe, L = (BP - {a)) is a 
seventh “line of M on BP. BL, ,,.., BL, and L are the only lines on BP, since 
any other line would be on d, and so by Proposition 4.3 would yield a seventh 
line of M’ on P. Each of the lines BL, ,..., $L, are on just 3 points because, 
assumption, BL, , BL, and BL, are on just 3 points, and a new 
distinct from QX, X, and B?J would yield an eighth line of 
riposition 4.4. L is on just the points .Xz , Yz and 27, since X, + 
(Y+ZQ+(X+Z)-!-(X$ y>=+. 
Since we have proved that every line of M BP is on 3 points, it follows 
from 535Tthat M x BP is a binary matroid. ut there are 7 distinct lines on 
8P, and so BP is a Fano plane of AI. 
Case 4b. Assume the hypotheses of Case 4, and assume that L, : L, 
and L, do not share a common point. Then u( 
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(Proof of Case 4b.) 
Let U = (L4 n L6), V = (L4 n L,) and W = (L5 n L6). Then U, V and 
W are points of M’ by Proposition 4.1, and are distinct by assumption. 4 
pictorial representation of this situation is given in Figure 3.1. 
Y 
xz 
V 
A 
=i 
U W 
X Y- z 
FIGURE 3.1 
TakebEXn Y# $.Thenb$Z,.Sinceb$Zwehaveb$U(andb# W). 
Hence, bEV, and so Xn Yn V#& Similarly YnZn W#$ and 
X n Z n U # 4. We deduce from Cases 1 and 2, since U, V and Ware not 
in C, that 
@G y> = qx V)@c Y), 
t(r, .a = f(r, Jm(w, -a, 
and 
qz, X) = qz, U)t(U, Jr). 
By the first part of the proof of this lemma (u!‘P = 1) we also have 
t@-, V) = t(X, u)t(u, V), 
f(Y, W) = 0.T v>@c Jv, 
f(Z, u) = t(Z, W)(W, V). 
TakeboUnV.Ifb~YnZ,thenbEWsinceYnZZWbythesecond 
paragraph of this proof. If b q! Y, then b E W because b E V. Similarly b $ Z 
and b E U imply b E W. Hence U n V n W # 4. It now follows from Cases 1 
and 2 and the above calculations that 
Cases 4a and 4b together yield Case 4. But Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 cover all 
the possibilities when d’P = 2. Since we have already proved u(R) = 1 
when d’P = 1, the proof of Lemma 5.3 is now complete. 1 
ON REID’S CHARACTERIZATION a 
The proof of the next result follows very closely Tutte’s proof of Case I 
of 7.4141: Similarly, our proof of Lemma 5.5, to come, is very much like 
Tutte’s proof of Case IV of 7.414T. 
LEMMA 5.4. If R = (X, Y, Z, T, X) is an elementary re-e~t~a~tpat~ of 
third kind, then u(R) = 1. 
Proof. Put P = X u Y u Z w T. By hypothesis X, Y, Z and Tare distinct, 
and d’P = 2, and there are distinct points A, B E C on P such that every line 
of M’ on P is on A or B. Furthermore, we may assume X w Y and Z v T 
areonA,andYuZandTuXareonB. 
Take REP-(XuY), CEP-(YuZ), REP-(ZuT) and eEP- 
(T w X). Then by hypothesis we have b E (Z n T) - (X u I”), c E (X n 9) - 
(YirZ), d~(Xn Y)-((ZuT) and eE(YnZ)---(TWX). Thus b, c, 
and e are distinct cells of M on P. 
gx , g, , g, and g, are linearly dependent by 2.31T, since by 
dP = 2. It follows that 
ition 
bT@) &TT(C) 0 0 / 
= --g&-4 g&> g&O g&> -I- g&9 gde> gx( 
That is, 
gY(4 g.44 a-(b) gx(c> 1. ----= 
g&O g&4 g&4 a-(c) 
Now consider t(X, Y). If 6(X u Y) is on just 3 points, then t(X, Y) = 
g,(d). If 6(X u Y) has 4 points, then X u Y is on 4 points by 4.21 
Proposition 4.3, because A E C is on X u Y. Let W # C be cm X u 
distinct from X and Y. Since A is on Z V T we have d 4 A, which implies 
de W. Hence, t(X, Y) = g&)/g,(d). By applying the same arguments to 
t(Y, Z), t(Z, T) and t(T, X) we see that (1) implies u(R) = 1. 
LEMMA 5.5. If R = (A, X, B, Y, A) is an elementary re-entrant path of 
fourth kind, then M includes u heptahedron. 
Proof. By hypothesis there is associated with R a box on a connected 
3=flat J of M’. Let Pl ,..., P6 be the sides of the box (thus, Pl ,...) .P6 are the 
only connected planes of M’ on J), and let Z, ) Z, and Z, be the ra~a~t$ 
(thus, Z, u Z, , 2, u Z, and Z, u Z, are disconnected lines). Each of these 
radiants is on exactly 4 of the Pi , which implies, by 4.2827: that each dis- 
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connected line Zi tr Zj, i #j, is on exactly 2 of the Pi. By definition, 
there are exactly 4 points of C on J, and none of these points is a radiant. 
We now prove the lemma by proving a sequence of simple claims, each of 
which is alphabetized for convenience. 
(a) The disconnected lines Zi u Zj , i f j, are the only disconnected 
lines of M’ on J: This follows from 4.281” and 4.282T. 
(b) If there is a disconnected plane P of M’ on J, then P = Z, u Z, w 
Z3: Let G be a nontrivial separator of P. Take Z E M x P. 2 is either on G 
or P - G. Let W be a point of M’ x (P - G) if Z is on G, and conversely if 
Z is on P - G (this is possible because P is a flat). Z u W is a disconnected 
line, by 4.24T. Hence, by (a) Z = Z, , Zz or Z, , and so we conclude P C Z, u 
Zz w Z, . In fact, 4.14T and 3.48T imply that equality must hold. 
(c) Every Pi is on exactly 4 connected lines of M’: There are at least 4 
by 4.26T applied to any line on Pi (connected or not). Since each Pi meets 
one of the other connected planes on J in a disconnected line, it follows from 
4,26T applied to each connected line on Pi that Pi can be on no more than 
4 connected lines. 
(d) Every disconnected line has both points off C: This is an immediate 
consequence of (a), and the definition of elementary re-entrant path of the 
fourth kind. 
(e) Every connected line of M’ on J is on exactly 3 points: Every 
connected line on J is on at least 3 points by 4.231: Because of (c) every 
connected line on J is on at most 3 points by 4.25T and 4.267: 
(f) Every connected plane of N’ on J is on exactly 2 points of C: 
Every point of C on J is on at least 3 connected planes on J by two applica- 
tions of 4.267; and on no more than 3 connected planes because of the fact 
that no radiant is in C. Since there are exactly 4 points of C on J, and exactly 
6 connected planes on J, we conclude that the average number of points of C 
on each connected plane is 2. On the other hand, if some connected plane on 
J is on 3 points of C, then since C is a linear subclass, 4.26T and the fact that 
no Zi is in C implies that there are at least 6 connected lines on this plane, 
contrary to (c). 
(g) Every connected line of M’ on J has exactly one point in C: Since 
every connected line on J is on a connected plane by 4.251: this follows from 
4.281 T, (c) and (f). 
(h) Every induced line on 6J is on no more than 3 points: Let L be a 
line of M’ on J. If 8L is on a point which is not induced, this point must miss 
a by Proposition 4.3. By (d) and (g) BL has a point containing a and so it 
follows from 4.21 T that f3L has at most one point missing a. Hence, if OL has a 
point which is not induced, then L is off C and so is disconnected by (g). 
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(i) Every line on BJ which is not induced has at most 3 points: Let L be 
a line of M on 8J which is not induced. Then by Proposition 
(a). Assume there is a disconnected plane P of M’ on J9 and L is on BP. Then 
by (b), (h) and Proposition 4.1, L meets the lines 8(ZI w Z,), B(Z, LJ Z8) and 
B(Zz hi Z,) in the points Z, + 2% , Z, + Z, and Z, + 2, , respectively. But 
ec + .G) + @I + .&I + (Zz + &I = $3 implies L is on exactly 
3 points. Assume L is on more than 3 poin Proposition 4.3 there is at 
most one plane of M on l3J which is not induc namely (&T - {a>). Hence, 
by 4.26T we may assume L is on ep, . Every point on L is on a d~st~~~t 
induced line of M x $P, by Proposition 4.4; 4.14T and Proposition 4.3. But 
thk implies 6, is on at most 3 points by 4.2827: (g) and (f). (i) is now proved. 
We are now prepared to observe that M includes a ~eptabedro~. M x 
is binary by (h), (i) and 5.351: No 3 of the planes BP, j..+, BP, of M on OJ 
on a common line by Proposition 4.2, (c) and 4.26X The plane (0 - (a>> 
of M meets no 8P in an induced line by (d) and (g). It follow 
planes OS, , . . . ) )) are on a common line, b 
The proof is now complete. 
Tmomm 5.6. If R is a nondegenerate re-entrant path of 
u(R) = 1‘ 
PYOQ$ Suppose the theorem is false. By Tutte’s homotopy theorem 6.41;“, 
for every nondegenerate re-entrant path R off C there is a positive integer 
m(R) which is the least number of elementary deformations required to 
convert 6;: into a degenerate path. Choose R so that the theorem fails; an.d 
m(R) is as small as possible. 
Assume m(R) > 1. Then we can write either I-h = RI U R, and R’ = RI 
or R’ = I U R, and R = RIR, where U is an elementary re-entrant path and 
m(R’) = ME(R) - 1 > 0. In the first case we have 
u(R) = u(R’)u(U) = 1 
by the choice of R. Similarly, in the second case we conclude that u 
It follows that m(R) = 1. That is, R in elementary. Hence, by Le 
5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, u(R) = 1. This contradiction establishes the theorem. 
We now begin the business of defining a chainf, on E over @7(J), one for 
each X E M. According to our plan these chains must satisfy /I fX /1 - r;6 the 
dependence relations required by Theorem 3.1, and they must also have the 
property that the chain-group N which they generate satisfies the ~ond~~io~ 
N . (E - (a>) = N’. If we can do all these things we will have proved the 
Extension Theorem. 
We partition the set of points of M’ not in C into disjoint nonempty 
collections KI ,.-., K, such that any two points of M’ off C are in the same 
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collection if and only if there is a path from one to the other off C. For each 
Kj select an arbitrary representative point Tj E Kj and write ~(7’~) = 1. 
For every X E Kj we now define 
where Q is any path from Tj to X off C. 
LEMMA 5.7. The value of v(X) is independent of the choice Q in the definition 
above. Hence, v(X) is well-defined. 
Proof. Let Q, and Q, be two paths from Tj to X off C. Then we have 
= ~(QI> u<Q,“> 4Q,> v(l”,) 
= u(QlQiY’) 4Qz) u(G) 
= u(Q2.2) v(G), 
where the last equality follows from Theorem 5.6. 1 
LEMMA 5.8. Suppose X and Y are points of M’ ofl C, and suppose Q is a 
path from X to Y ofsC. Then v(y) = u(Q)v(X). 
ProoJ Let Q’ be a path from some Tj to X off C. Then 
v(Y) = 4Q’ QMTJ = u(Q’h(Q>v(Tj> = u(Q>vW. I 
It is time to define the chains fx , one for each X E M. We begin by letting 
X designate a circuit of M. The definition is now broken into 4 parts. 
DEFINITION OF fx. 
Part 1. X = {a}. 
fx(b) = 1; 
if b = a, 
if b E E - (a>. 
Part 2. a E X, X # {a}, 
We have X - (a} E M’ - C by Proposition 4.3. 
VW - h>> 
fx(b) = &x-c,,(b) 
if b = a, 
if b E E - (a}. 
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Part 3. a#XEM’. 
Mb) = log,(b) 
if b = a, 
if b E E - {a>. 
Part4 a+tX$iW. 
Xis a flat of M’ by 4.45T, and 8X = X v {a> by 4.441: Hence, Xis a line of 
M’ by 4.13T and 4.441: By 4.22T there are distinct points V, WE M’ and 
on X. Since $V and 0 W are points on 0X different from X (4.%%T), we have 
aE6Vsq OW.Put 
It is easy to see from Parts 2 and 3 of the definition of jx ) that the f,‘s 
“extend” the gx’s, as required. We also have 
LEMMA 5.9. For every X E M, I/ fx jj = X. 
ProoJ: We check this only in the case a $ X $ M’, the other cases being 
obvious. We use the notation laid out in Part 4 of the definition offx . 
If X is a disconnected line of M’, we have V v W = X and VA W = c$ 
by 4.22Ty which clearly implies that llfx jl = X. Suppose X is connected. Then 
there is a third point U of M’ on X, by 4.23T, distinct from V and W. Take 
b E V n W. What we must show is that&(b) # 0. 
SU, t!lV9 8 W and X can be the only points of M on 0X since 
lines on 5 or more points. Hence, U, V and Ware the only points of M’ on 
X. We conclude that b E (V n W) - U. But 4.21 T implies U F$ CI, and so 
u(W) = u((V, W)) v(V) 
= t(v, W) u(V) 
by Lemma 5.8, and the definitions of the functions u and t. Using this calcula- 
tion we see that 
= 4V) gdb) - 2’s 0’) g&9 
v 
= 20(V) g&b) f 0. 
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Our final lemma of this section involves checking that the fX’s satisfy the 
dependence relations required by Theorem 3.1. It should not come as a 
surprise that the proper relations do in fact hold, since the function u was 
defined exactly so that they would hold. 
h?MMA 5.10. Let U, V and W be 3 distinct points on a connected line L of 
M. Then ftr , fv and fw me linearly dependent. 
Proof. The proof will be carried out by studying a sequence of special 
cases. 
Case 1. aE Un Vn W. 
By Proposition 4.3 we have that U - {a), V - {a} and W - {a} are points 
on the line L - (a) of M’. Hence, by 2.31T there are integers A,, A, and 
hW , not all zero, such that Xvgu-taI + Xvgv-t,I + XWgW-t,} = 0. Put 
Clearly h is zero on E - {a}. Take b E (U n V) - W and c E (U n W) - V. 
Then 
and 
0 = h(4 = kv-ra,W + hwgw-&). 
But by Lemma 5.8 
and 
Hence, 
44 = [A” + AV (-2 +) + XW (-2 as)] f&II 
zzz 0. 
This completes the proof in Case 1. 
Case2. as(Vn W)- Uand UEM’. 
TakebE(Wn U)- V.Put 
h =f&)f~ -fife -fX$(v - Cal, W - CaHfv . 
Clearly h(b) = 0, and by Lemma 5.8 h(a) = 0. Take c E (V n W) - (U u {u}). 
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Then 
by the definition of t. But now h restricted to E - (a> is a linear ~ornb~~atio~ 
ofg’s, and II h ii C U - {b). Hence, by axiom (I) /[ 1~ /! = 4. 
Case3. aE(Vn W)- Uand U$M’. 
See Part 4 of the definition of the fX’s. 
SUppOSe 
fu = fW.fw - fw@) fv . 
Then clearly & , fv and fW are dependent. In the remaining case we may 
suppose there is a third point Z of M on L and a. Suppose 
fu =fMfw -fwWfz. 
By Case I and Lemma 5.9 there are nonzero scalars h and p such that 
fi = %v + d-w * 
Hence, 
Case 4. a $ L and L. is a Iine of M’. 
In this case U> V and W are points of M’ by 4.45T and 4.14T, and so 
“‘fU = gcr s fv = g, and fw = g, .” Hence, by 2.31T fu ) fv and fw are 
dependent. 
Ca.w 5. u $ L and L is not a line of M’. 
L is a flat, but not a line of M’, by 4.45T. Hence, %L = 5 u {Q) by 4.44T 
and 4.45T: and so BL is a plane of M by 4.14T. BL is connected, by 3.4XT, 
because L is connected (being on 3 distinct points) an& in addition, some 
point X of M’ on L must satisfy a E %X. By 4.26T there are connected lines 
&,. . ,!2, and &, of M on BL and U, Y and W respectively. Assume that these 
3 lines have no point in common. Let X = (E, n L,), Y -= (L, c-3 Lu) 
and Z = <L. eF ,n Lv>. Then the points X, Y and 
(BL, - (G), = L which implies a E X n Y n 2. 
already considered in this proof, there are nonzero constants X, , & , pi , 
p2 , y1 and yZ such that 
and 
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But sincef,(u) = fV(a) =&(a) = 0 we have --X,/X, =fY(a)gz(a>, - &p2 = 
fi(a)lfX(d) and -yJyz =fX(a)ifr(a). We conclude that 
=yfu = -frb)fz +fz@fY, 
+)fv = -fzWfx + fx(4fz 
and 
Hence, 
=f$fw = -fx@)fr +fY@)fx. 
We have thus far proved that if LU , L, and Lw have no common point, 
then fU, fV and fw are dependent. It remains to study what happens if 
LU , Lv and Lw are on a common point. Then since LU is connected there is a 
point A on L, distinct from U and not on LV or Lw . By 4.26T there is a 
connected line LA on A and OL, and distinct from LU . If LA is on V we replace 
Lv bY L* ; if LA is on W we replace Lw by LA . In either case it follows that 
fU, fv and fw are dependent. Suppose LA meets L in a fourth point B. Then 
we conclude thatf, , fu and fv are dependent, and fB , fu and fw are dependent. 
These facts together with Lemma 5.9 imply that fu , fv and fw are dependent. 
The analysis of Case 5 is now complete. Since Cases 1 through 5 cover 
all the possibilities for L (4.21T), the lemma is proved. E 
THEOREM 5.11. (Extension Theorem) Let M be a mutroid on E, and 
suppose that M includes no line on 5 or more points, no 5-plane, no Fano plane 
and no heptahedron. Let a E E, and suppose M . (E - {a}) = M(N’) where N 
is a ternary chain-group on E - (a). Then there is a ternary chain-group Non 
E such that M = M(N), and N. (E - (a}) = N’. 
ProoJ: The situation specified above is exactly the same as the one 
described at the beginning of this section. Let the collection {fx 1 XE M} be 
defined as in the “Definition offX” just prior to Lemma 5.9, and let N be the 
ternary chain-group on E generated by these chains. Then by Lemmas 5.9 
and 5.10 and Theorem 3.1 we have M = M(N). 
Let D be a dendroid of M’ (i.e., a minimal set meeting all circuits of M’). 
For each b E D let X, E M’ be such that X, n D = (b}. (The deikition of 
dendroid clearly implies that such an X, exists for each b E 0.) Then by 
2.31T, and the fact that GF(3) is a field, we conclude that (gX, 1 b E Dj is a 
basis for N’ in the sense of linear dependence. Because 0X, E M for each 
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b E D by 4.441; it is clear from the definition of thef,‘s that (gX, 1 
N . (E - (a}). But M(N’) = M * (E - (a>) = M(N) . (E - (a)) 
(E - (a>)) by 3.31T, and so 2.31T implies that (gX, j b ED) is a 
N . (E - (a>). H ence, N’ = N . (E - (a}). That is, N is an “e 
of N’. 
6. INDUCING MAPS PRESERVE OBSTPJJCTIQNS 
The main result of this section (Theorem 6.4) says that if a matroid 
includes no line on 5 or more points, no 5-plane, no Fano plane and no 
heptahedron, then neither do any of its minors. We prove this by showing 
that if one of these configurations occurs on a contraction of h& then one of 
them will also occur on any carrier as an induced configuration. The first 
step is to prove a few preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1, (a) A plane in a binary matroid is ofz at most 7 distinct lines 
and 7 distinct points. 
(b) If a point on a plane P in u binary matroid is on 3 distinct lines on 
rhen every point on P is on one of these lines. 
Proo$ Straightforward. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose P is a Fano plane of a matroid M on E Then P is on 
exactly 7 lines and 7 points, and is connected. Furthermore, every line of M on 
P is on exactly 3 points, and every point on P is on exactly 3 lines on P. 
Proox Straightforward. 
LE~M~MA 6.3. Suppose J is a heptahedron of a matroid M on E, and assume 
M includes no Fano plane. Let PI , P, ,..., P, be 7 distimt planes of M on s”, 
Then J and each Pi are connected, and each Pi is on exactly 6 lines, each oj 
which is on exactly 3 points. Furthermore, each Pi is on exactly 7 points. 
Proof. PI, P, ,.-*, B, are the only planes on J, for if there were another 
plane then AI would include a Fano plane [l, Lemma 31. 
Each P< is on exactly 6 lines by Proposition 4.1, the definition of hepta- 
hedron, and the exclusion of Fano planes. Each of these lines is on exactly 3 
points by Proposition 4.1, 7.13Tand 5.351: It follows from 4.23T, 4.14Tan 
3.48T that each Pi is connected, which implies J is connected by 4.14T an 
3.481: 
ecause each P, is on 6 lines, and each of these lines is on 3 points, it 
follows from Proposition 4.1 that some point on each Pi is on at least 3 kines 
(on that P,). It is now a consequence of Lemma 6.1(b) that each Pi is cm 
exactly 7 points. 1 
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THEOREM 6.4. Suppose M is a matroid on E, and M includes no line OH 
5 or more points, no 5plane, no Fano plane and no heptahedron. Then for every 
a E E, the matroid M * (E - (a}) also includes none of these colzfigurations. 
Proof. Fix a E E, and let Z be a carrier of M’ = M . (E - (a}) in M. 
Let 8 be the inducing map associated with M’ and Z. 
It is easy to see that if M’ includes a line on 5 or more points, or a 5-plane, 
then 6’ induces the same configuration on Z. It remains to show that M’ can 
include no Fano plane or heptahedron. We break the proof of this fact up 
into two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.4.1. M’ includes no Fano plane, 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that P is a Fano plane of M’. Let 
L, , L, ,***, L, be the 7 distinct lines of M’ on P (Lemma 6.2). If Z = E - {a}, 
then by Proposition 4.3, M x Z = M’, and so M includes a Fano plane, 
contrary to the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4. Thus, we may suppose Z = E. 
Assume BL, , 8L, ,..., OL, are the only lines of M on BP. If 8P is not a Fano 
plane of M, then some line 8Li is on 4 or more points, by 5.35T. One of 
these points, say X, is not induced. X can then be on no induced line on BP 
other than f?Li , by Proposition 4.2. But Proposition 4.4 implies that X is on a 
line on BP other than BLi , contradicting the assumption that BL, , BL, ,..., OL, 
are the only lines of M on BP. 
Assume BP is on a line L of M which is not induced. Then a $ L by 
Proposition 4.3. If L C P, then L _C 8(P n L) = BL C BP, by 4.451: Hence, 
L = l3L by 4.14T. But L was assumed not to be induced. We conclude that 
in fact L = P and BP = P u (a}. Let C be the linear subclass (in M) of all 
points of M on E - {a> (all earlier linear subclasses have been in M’). If 8P 
has two induced points in C, then by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.1(b), P has an induced 
line in C. This line is not L, and so every point on BP is in C, by 4.36T (or 
4.14T). This contradicts the fact that a E BP. We conclude that BP is on at 
most one induced point which is in C. It now follows from Lemma 6.2, and 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 that L is on at least 5 points. 
LEMMA 6.4.2. M’ includes no heptahedron. , 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that J is a heptahedron of M’. Let 
PI , pz ,-*-, P, be 7 distinct planes of M’ on J. These can be the only planes of 
M’ on J by Lemma 6.4.1 and [l, Lemma 31. If Z = E - (a), then by Proposi- 
tion 4.3 A4 x Z = M, and so M’ includes a heptahedron, contrary.to the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.4. It follows that we have Z = E. Let us denote 
by C the linear subclass of all points of M on E - {a}. 
Assume that OJis on exactly 7 planes of M-namely, l?P, , OP, ,..., BP, . It 
will follow that M includes a heptahedron, if we can show that M x BJ is 
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binary. If M x 8J is not binary, then 5.35T implies that there is a line E of M 
on 8J such that E is on 4 or more points. By Proposition 4.4, L is on 2 ~~s~i~~~ 
planes of M on BJ. According to our assumption, these planes must be 
y a possible adjustment of indices we may assume these in 
planes to be OF, and BP, . Hence, by Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 we have 
L = (ep, n ep,) = o(p, n ip2) = Ed’, 
where I.’ is a line of M’ on J, That is, L is an induced line. 
more than 3 points of AJ’, it follows that there is a point X of 
not induced. By two applications of Proposition 4.4 we first find a line I,” o 
BP, and X which is distinct from L, and then we find a plane P on L” an 
BJ which is distinct from WI ~ But then, by assumption, P = BBi for some i. 
Hence, as above 
x = (L n L”) = (6L’ n (86”, n eP,)> 
That is, X is an induced point. This contradiction completes the proof that if 
8Jis on just 7 planes, then M x OJis binary. We conclude that dJmust be on 
at least 8 distinct planes. 
Let P be an eighth plane on BJ distinct from SP, , BP, ,“.., 8P, . (What 
ensues is the hard part of the proof.) a $ P by proposition 4.3. If PC 9, 
then P _C 8(P 1-1 J) = 8P C BJ by 4.457; and so by 4.14T we would have 
P = BP. It follows that P = J and BJ = J u <a>. Note that we can now 
also claim that BP, , ep, ,..., OP, and P are the only planes of M on 8J. 
We now pause in the proof of Lemma 6.4.2 in order to prove two prepara- 
tory claims. After these claims have been proved we will proceed with t 
proof of the lemma. 
CLAIM 1. Assume that the line (P n OP,) is OM exactly 3 points of M, 
and is not an induced line. Then M includes a Fano plane. 
Pvoof of Claim 1. Write L = (P n eplj. Every point of L is in C. 
a E OFI by 4.14T since a $ P. Hence, it follows from 4.36T that the only 
points of @ on OP, are on L. In turn, this together with proposition 4.3 implies 
that every point and line on OP, , other than L and perhaps its points, are 
induced. Suppose there is a point on L which is not induced. Then by 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, Lemma 6.3, and our hypothesis that L is on exactly 
3 points, there is an induced point X on L such that X is on 3 distinct induced 
hues. 
Lemma 61(b) now implies that X is the only in 
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Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and Lemma 6.3, we have that L is on 4 points, 
contrary to hypothesis. It follows that every point of M on 6P, is induced. 
Since M’ x PI is binary we conclude that M x 9P, is binary, by 5.357: But 
%P, is also on 7 distinct lines of M by Lemma 6.3 and the presence of L. 
CLAIM 2. (a) Let n be a positive integer. If P is on at least n distinct lines, 
then no more than 7 - n of these lines can be induced. 
(b) For any subset of 5 lines on P, some 3 must be on a common point. 
(c) Every line on P which is not induced is on exactly 4 points. 
(d) Every induced line on P is on exactly 3 points. 
Proof of Claim 2. (a) Let kl be the number of induced lines on P, and 
let k, be the number of other lines on P. By Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 and the 
definition of heptahedron every induced line is on exactly 2 induced planes. 
By Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 every other line on P is on exactly one induced 
plane. Hence, by Proposition 4.1 
k, + n < 2k, + k, = 7, 
which implies k, < 7 - n. 
(b) M includes no 5-plane. 
(d) Every induced line is on at least 3 points by Lemma 6.3. If an 
induced line L on P is on a fourth point, then it must be a point X E C which 
is not induced, by Proposition 4.3. L is on some OPi by Proposition 4.4. Again 
by Proposition 4.4, there exists a line L’ of M on X and OPi , distinct from L. 
By Proposition 4.2 L’ is not induced. Hence, Proposition 4.3 implies L’ has 
every point in C, and so 4.36T implies every point of BP, is in C, a contradic- 
tion. 
(c) By Claim 1 the only alternative is that there is a disconnected line 
L on P, such that L is not induced. By Proposition 4.4, L is on some induced 
plane, say tlP, . But then L meets 6 distinct induced lines on BP, by Lemma 6.3. 
Exactly 3 of these lines must be on each point of L by 7.13T and Proposi- 
tion 4.2. Hence, Proposition 4.1 implies that BP, has an induced line which is 
on 4 distinct points, contrary to (d). 6 
We now return to the body of the proof of Lemma 6.4.2. 
If every line of P is induced, then the definition of heptahedron implies 
that P meets an even number of induced planes. Since there are, in fact, an 
odd number of induced planes on %J this contradicts Proposition 4.1. It 
follows from Claim 2(c) that P has a line on exactly 4 points. Thus, Proposi- 
tion 4.4 implies P is on at least 5 distinct lines, and so Claim 2(b) implies P 
is on a point which is on at least 3 distinct lines on P. One of these lines must 
be on 4 points by Claims 2(a) and 2(c), and so Proposition 4.4 and Claims 
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2(a) and (c) imply that P is on at least 6 distinct lines, at least 5 of which are 
on 4 points. Assume P is on exactly 6 lines. Then by Claim 2(b) and Proposi- 
tion 4.4 there is a point X on P which is on exactly 3 4-point fines on P: say 
L, , L, and L, . Let the remaining lines on P be & , L, and L, _ If these are 
on a common point, then this point cannot be on any of the lines .E, , L1 or 
E, by Proposition 4.4. Hence, L, , L, and L, are each 
follows from Claim 2(d) that no line on P is induced. t this is impossible, 
since Proposition 4.1 and the assumption that P is on 
some line on P is on 2 induced planes. We have shown that L, ) L, and L, 
cannot have a common point. On the other band, by Claim 2(b) some 3 of the 
5 lines Lz ) L, )...) L, must have a common point. Hence, some point other 
than X on k, or L, is on 3 distinct lines. Proposition 4.4 now implies that P 
is on at least 7 lines. 
As a result of the preceding paragraph we know that P is on at least 7 iines. 
re on exactly 7 lines, by Proposition 4.4, since 89 is on exactly 
Claims 2(a) and (c) the 7 lines on P are each on exactly 4 points. 
e the proof we show that there can be no plane in M which is on 
int lines. Suppose some point X on P is on 4 distinct lines on 
, L, and L, . Let L, and L, be 2 other lines on B”. 
4.4 these lines must miss X. Hence, L, and L, each meet k, i L 
distinct points. These are the only points on L5 and E, since there are no 5 or 
more point lines in A&. But L, and L, have a point in ~ornrno~~ and so we may 
assume I,, , L, and L, have a point in common. Applying ~rop~sit~o~ 4.4 
to the points on L, ) we now find 8 distinct lines on P, an irn~~ss~b~~ity~ 
have proved then that every line on P has 2 points on 3 hnes each (on P)? 
and 2 points on 2 lines each. But there can be no such plane in M, or in any 
other matroid, for it follows that the number of points on P which are on 
3 distinct lines is equal to (7/2)/3 = 1413, which is not an integer. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 (continued). We observed at the outset of this proof 
that M’ obviously includes no line on 5 or more points, and no 5-plane. 
According to Lemmas 64.1 and 6.42, 1M’ can also include no F 
heptah~dron. The proof of the theorem is therefore complete. 
7. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We begin with some lemmas that will later be used to prove the ““easy half” 
of Theorem 7.6 (Main Theorem). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let p > 2 be a prime and n > 2 be an integer. Then a matrclid 
qf type L, is representable over GF( p) if and only if n < p i 1. 
ProuJ: Straightforward. 
#zb/26/z-6 
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LEMMA 7.2. The matroids of type BI and BII are not representable over 
GF(3). 
Proof. This result is well-known, and not difficult to prove. Indeed, 
these two types of matroids can be shown to be representable only over 
fields of characteristic 2[2]. See, for example, the proof of 5.527: 1 
LEMMA 7.3. Let M be a matroid on E. 
(a) Suppose E is an n-jat qf M, and let J1 , J, ,..., Jk be a complete list 
of the (n - l)-flats of M. Then E - J1 , E - Jz ,..., E - Jk are the series- 
classes of M. 
(b) Suppose that M * S is a series reduction of M. Then for flats T of M, 
the map T +-+ S n T is a one-to-one dimension preserving correspondence 
onto the flats of M . S. 
Proof. This lemma is proved in [I]. a 
LEMMA 7.4. Let M be a matroid on E. 
(a) If M includes a line on exactly n points, where n 3 2 is an integer, 
then M has a series-minor of type L, . 
(b) If M includes a fi-plane, and no line on 5 or more points, then M 
has a series-minor of type L$. 
Proof. (a) Let L be a line of M which is on exactly n points. Enumerate 
these points as X1 , X2 ,...9 X, . Take ai E L - Xi , for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. This is 
possible by 4.14T. Put M’ = (M x L). (a, ,..., a,}. Then M’ is a series- 
minor of M by Lemma 7.3(a), and the circuits of M’ are the sets {a1 , a, ,..., 
a,> - (ai} for i = 1, 2,..., n, by Lemma 7.3(b). Hence, M’ is a matroid of 
type L . 
(b) Let P be a 5-plane of M. Then there are 5 distinct lines L, , L, ,..., L, 
on P such that no 3 are on a common point. Suppose there is a sixth line L on 
P. If every point (L A Li) (Proposition 4.1) i = 1, 2,..., 5, were of the form 
(Li n Lj) for 1 ,( i < j < 5, then L would meet an even number of the lines 
L, 3 L, >..., L, . But by Proposition 4.1 L meets all these lines, an odd number. 
Hence, we may suppose that (L r? L,) is distinct from (L, n L&,..., 
{L, n L,). But these latter 4 points are distinct by the definition of 5-plane, 
and so we deduce that the line L, is on 5 distinct points, contrary to hypo- 
thesis. It follows that L, , Lz ,..,, L, are the only lines of M on P. 
Take ai E P - Li , for i = 1, 2 ,..., 5. Put M’ = (M x L)/{a, , a, ,..., as}. 
Then M’ is a series-minor of M by Lemma 7.3(a). Furthermore, Lemma 7.3(b) 
implies that the sets {a, , a2 ,..., aJ - {ai}, i = 1, 2 ,..., 5, are the lines of M’, 
and it also implies that these lines have the same incidences as the corre- 
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sponding lines in M. Hence, no 3 of these lines are on a common point, 
which implies that every 3-set of {a, , a, ,..., a& is a circuit of M’. That is, 
is of type i$ . 
LEMMA 7.5. If a matroid includes a Fano plane or ~e~t~~edro~, thepz it has a 
series-minor of type BI or 231. 
PYOC$ This result is proved in [l] for binary matroids-see the proof of 
the “‘Main Theorem.” However, the same proof applies here since we Rave 
defined the Fano plane and heptahedron only on ““binary flats.” (In [I] and [5] 
Fans planes are called “Fan0 configurations.“) 
TI-IE~REM 7.6. (Main Theorem). A matroid is ternary zy and only if it 
indudes no line on 5 or more points, no Splane, no Fano plane, and no hepta- 
hedron . 
I+oojI Since representability over a field cannot be hindered by taking 
minors (see (3.31T), surely it cannot be hindered by taking series-minors. 
Thus, one half of the theorem (the “easy half”) follows from Lemmas 7.! ) 
1.2, 7.4, and 1.5. 
Conversely, it is easy to see that any matroid with just one celi is ternary. 
Hence, the remaining half of the theorem follows by i~du~ti~~ from Theorem 
5. I I (the Extension Theorem) and Theorem 6.4. 
CORQLLARV 7.6.1. A matroid is ternary if either 
(a) it has no series-minor of type BI, HI, ~5: or k, for n 3 5, 
or 
(E) it has no parallel-minor of type BP, SIS, L, or tt for n > 5. 
Boof. This corollary is immediate from Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, Theorem 
7.6, and duality. 
We note that the above results clearly imply the theorem of Ralph 
stated in Section 1. We also note that Corollary 7.6.1 is best possible. For 
example, the matroids of type L, have no interesting proper series-minors. 
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